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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von V. Bangert (Freiburg) und U. Pinkall (Berlin) statt.

Als derzeit besonders florierende Gebiete der Geometrie stellten sich dabei heraus:

- Die Geometrie spezieller 2-dimensionaler Flächen in symmetrischen Räumen, damit

zusammenhängende partielle Differentialgleichungen.

- Querbeziehungen zwischen differentialgeometrischen und diskretkombinatorischen

Fragen (z.B. isospektrale Polygonbereiche in lR 2, polyedrische Flächen konstanter

Krümmung, endliche Automaten und negativ gekrümmte Mannigfaltigkeiten).

Auch außerhalb des Vortragsprogramms bot sich reichlich Gelegenheit zur Zusammen

arbeit, diesmal auch verstärkt mit Kollegen aus Übersee und den osteuropäischen

Ländern.
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N.H. Kuiper (work with F. Haab) Utrecht:

On the normal Gauss map of a tight surface in lR 3

.The normal Gauss map g: M ~ 52/±1 =P into the projeetive plane P, of an analytie (resp.

smooth)~ surfaee is a double eovering (resp. a eell-like double eovering). This

generalizes as folIows: A smooth surfaeeimmersion f: M ~ IR 3 is ealled .light if every

linear function on lR 3 has 4-X (X=X(M» components of critieal sets on M. Here the

suitable multiplicity of a eomponent is 1 (UMorse non-singulartt
) or ("Morse singula(' (for

example monkey _saddle». Then g is a branehed covering (resp. eell-like branehed

covering) if f is tight and analytie (resp. tight and smooth), outside "top-cycles". The total

number of Morse singular critical eomponents is S 2-2 X (Haab). This is remniscent of

minimal surfaces.

Tb. Friedrich (Berlin):
The classification of algebraic surfaces witb small eigenvalue of tbe Dirac
operator.

Let M2m be a elosed Kähler spin manifold with positive scalar eurvature R and denote by
Ro its minimum. K. D. Kirchberg proved in 1986/88 the following inequalities for the

eigenvalues of the Dirae operator

). 2 > 1 m+1 Ro if m is odd-4 m

•

).2> l-ID....- Q _ if m is even.
- 4 rn-I "'0

Tbe eorresponding classification problem has been solved by Kirchberg in ease

m = 3 (1988) and A. Liehnerowitz in case m = 4 (1990). In this lecture we explains the

solution of ther mentioned problem in case rn =2

Theorem' Let M4 be a elosed Kähler spin manifold such that ,JRJ2 is an eigenvalue of the •
Dirac operator. Theo M4 is isomorphie to S2 x 52 or to the projective bundle lP(IEBL

a
) over

a torus fI//\ where La ~ ([//\ is the holomorphie line bundle with ehern class et(La) =0

and parameter a = 1, e21ti13 , e41tU3•

Patrick Ghanaat:

Almost nat manifolds

Consider a closed Riemannian manifold (M,g) together with a eonnection V on its tangent

bundle. Call (M,g,V) E-flat, if the curvature and torsion tensors of V satisfy the condition
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",. (IJRII + UT02) diam (M,g)2 < E. We deseribe a method to prove the following result: There

exists a positive E(O) such that 'any E-flat n-manifold is quasi-isometrie to an

infranilmanifold, Le. a closed space form of a nilpotent Lie group with left invariant metric.

In case of vanishing torsion, this theorem is due to Gromov and Ruh. The present proof is

motivated by a suitable interpretation of L. Auslander's Bieberbaeh Theorem for nilpotent

crystallographic groups, saying that the holonomy bundle of the canonical flat connection

on an infranilmanifold has large normal injeetivity radius as a submanifold of the frame

bundle of M. The proof uses a result on the loeal structure of framed manifolds, obtained in

joint work with M. Min-Oo and E. Ruh, to reconstruct a perturbed version of this holonomy

bundle, which is then improved using center of mass methods.

e
Hans-Ben Rademacher:

Resonance relations ror closed geodesics

Fadell-Rabinowitz introduced a cohomological index theory for spaces with an action of a

compact Lie group. Ekeland-Hofer used this index to derive relations between symplectic

invariants of periodic orbits of convex Hamiltonian systems in lR 20("resonance relations").

With a modified index one can obtain resonance relations for closed geodesics for arbitrary

Riemannian metrics with pinched positive sectional curvature on spheres and projective

spaces.

Ulrich Brehm Goint work with J. Swiatkowski):

Triangulations of lens spaces with few simplices

Let L(p,q) denote ,as usual ,the lens space, where gcd(p,q) = 1. Then L(p,q) == L(p',q') if

and only if p =pt and q == ± q' (mod p) or qq' ==:t 1 (mod p). (Theorem of Reidemeister).

Let N: Q+ ~ N be defined as N(x) =ao + a 1 +...+a
K

, where x =a o + 1 a 1 + 1 a 2 +...+e 1 a k is the representation of x as a contimed fraction. N is characterized by the properties

N(I) = I, N(x+l) =N(x)+l, N(l/x) =N(x).

It is easy to see that there exist more then 20-3 topological types of lens spaces L(p,q)

with N(q/p) S n.

Theorem· For eachh lens space L(p,q) with N(q/p) = n there exists a triangulation with
fo = 3 n + 9 vertices f2 =44 n + 27 triangles .

fl = 25 n + 27 edges f3 ~ 22 n + 18 tetrahedra.
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· Remark: Let fo(p,q) denote the minimal number of vertices of a triangulation of L(p,q) then

by another explicit construction we get fo(2,1) = 11(known), fo(3,l)::; 12, fo(4,1) S; 14,

fo(5,2) S; 14, fo(7,2) S; 17, fo(8,3) S; 18.

Ivan Sterling:

Computational aspects of soliton geometry

(On the moduli space of pseudospherical surfaces)

K =-1 ~ sin 0) =Oluv where f: ]R2~ JR3

is parametrized by

asymtotic lines e
+ Iru I= Iry I= 1

and
0): =angle between f

u
& fy

Examples of Enneper's surfaces and Dobriner's surface were shown with computer

pictures of the moduli space constructed via soliton geometry. The ~elationship with

Hashimoto surfaces and the NLSE was explained via computer graphics.

Mario T. Micallef (University of Warwick, Coventry):

Singularities and Holomorphic Properties of

Area Minimizing Surfaces.

<Theorem eR. Schoen) Let M c IR n be a stable, parabolic, oriented minimal surface. Theo

M lies in an even dimensional affine subspace and is holomorphic with respect to some

orthogonal complex structure on this subspace.

This theorem was proved first in the ease 0 =4 by myself. It has been used by R. Sehoen

toprove a compactress theorem for stahle minimal surfaces and to give a simplified proof e
of S. Chang's result that an area minimizing two dimensional integral current is a branched

minimal surface.

In joint work with Brian White, we investigate the structure of braneh points of area

rninimizing disks. In partieular, we prove the absence of interior true braneh points for .~rea

minimizing surfaehes in 3-manifolds by a purely analytie method (a cut- and -paste proof

had been given earlier by Osserman and Gulliver). We also prove
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Theorem Let K be the intersectio~ of a topologically embedded area minimizing disk in a

4-mainifold with a small sphere about branch point. Theo K is a eable knoL

We can also recover same of the results of D. Me Duff on the singularities. of pseudo

holomorphic curves.

Gerbard Knieper:

Spheneal meal}s on compact manifolds of negative curvature

The geometry of compact manifolds" of negative curvature is to a large extend detennined

by its behaviour at tlinfmity". This idea has been extensively used in rigidity results like in

the famous Mostow Ijgidity theorem. The purpose of this talk was to show, how for

compaet spaees of variable eurvature asymptotic geometry detennines the loeal geometry.

We showed for eompaet surfaees ,without conjugate points, that the spherieal mean of a

function on the surfaee eonverges to the space mean if aod only if the surfaee is flat or has

eonstant negative eurvature. For eompact manifolds of negative curvature we study the

spherical mean of a function on the unit tangeotbuodle aod show that the limit as the

radius lends to infinity ean be expressed in terms of the R.emannian volume element and

the Patterson-Sullivan measure at infinity. As a corollary we obtain for dimension two,

that the Margulis asymtotic funetion is constant if and ooly if the surface has constant

negative c·urvature.

A. Bolsinov:

Topological classification of integrable Hamiltonian systems.

Let ~~ =ro-1(dH) and : = (ö-l(dH) be two Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems

--4-
(IHS) on symplectic manifolds (M4,Cll) aod (M ,m) respectively. (H: M4 -+ IR and

- --4H: M -+ lR are smooth Hamiltooians). We shall say that these systems are topologically

equivalent on isoenergy surfaces <r = {H = eoostl } and Q3 = {H = const2 } if there exists

-3
.a diffeomorphism cp: <r ~ Q preservi~g the Liouville tori. In this work a topologieal

invariant (so-called marked word-molecule), which classify IUS up to topological

equivalence, is constructed.

We show that a three-dimensional manifold Q3 can be an isoenergy surface of IHS if and

only if QJ is a graph-manifold (Waldhausents manifold).
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K. Voss:

Canal Willmore tori

Let f be an immersion of M2 ioto a Riemannian manifold M3, k1, k2 the principle curvatures

and W(n =f(H
2
-K)dA (H =~kl + ~). K =kl ~). A Willmore surface is a surface .

M 2, for which SW =0, which is - for spaces M3 of eonstant see~onal eurvature - equivalent
..--3

to L\H + 2H(H2 -K) =O. W is invariant under conformal transformations M3 ~ M .

In order to find ~il1more tori with umbilical points (kt =~), we consider the elass of

canal surfaces in IR 3, Le. surfaces which are envelopes of al-parameter family of spheres.

This elass of surfaees is invariant under Möbius transformations of lR3 u{ 00 }. •

The manifold of oriented spheres and planes in lR 3 can be represented by the quadric
er ={Y I (V,V) =y t

2 +V 22 + 'r32 + Y42 ~ V 52 =I}.e lR S..Ta every canal surfa~ in ~3

there corresponds a eurve V: M t ~ et.
Theorem· If f is a Willmore canal surface tben the corresponding curve Y lies in a fixed

subspace JR 3~S passjng ~brou2h tbe origiÖ

There are three possibilirles for the position of IR 3 in IR 5: The induced scalar product in ~ 3 .

can be semidefinite~ definite, or indefinite. By a Möbius transformation of IR 3, whieh means

a Lorentz transformation of lR 5, one ean bring IR 3 in a special position. Fr~m this follows:

Eyery Willmore cana! surface is Möbius egujyalent to a cylinder a cone or a surface of

Dl1il1iwL.
The Willmore surfaces of these types can be determined. There are :Willmore surfaces

with rotational symmetry eontaining umbilies, but these. surfaces do not elose.

Erhard Heil:

Ovaloids without vertices

A point on a surfaee in euelidean 3-space with stationary second fundamental form has •

been called avertex. It may also be eharacterized by the coincidence of euclidean and

affine nonnal and vanishing of the Pick invariant J. U. Kern found on ovaloid of revolution

wi~ J~O except at the poles. Most affine images then have DO vertices. This eontradicts a

claim of F. Mercanti wh~ asserted that any ovaloid has at le.ast six vertiees (eounting

multiplieities).
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Polthier Konrad:

Solving Infinite Plateau Problems. in 8 3

In this talk we proved a theorem to solve Plateau"'s Problem in hyperbolic three space H3

for generic curves, which are partiallyon the bonndary at infinity Soo and partially jn the

interiOT of H3. For a point pE Soo we denote by p-UHM the corresponding upper half space

model and by p-projection the projection map of the p-UHM onto its plane at infinity along

the vertical geodesics.

Theorem: Let r c H3 U S 00 be a curve and let B(po) C Soo an arbitrary small open

neighbourhood of a priot PoE Soo such that for all pe B(po) r has a 1-1 p-projection onto a

•

convex curve. .
Let {ru} be a sequener of Jordan curves in H3 with the following properties:

1. r u C convexhull (D
2. 'VpE B(po) r u p-projects 1-1. onto eonvex eurves

3. p-proj. (ru) lies inside p-proj.( rm) for all n < m

4. r u eonverges unifonnly to r in the UHM w.r.t. euclidean distance

Then a subsequence of t~e corresponding sequence of finite Morrey solutions eonverges to

a minimal surface with bonndary r. The convergenee is c2,a over eompaet subsets of the

interior of Po-projection (n.

F.Pedit (joint with F. Burstall, D. Ferus, U. Pinkall):

Almost all harmonie tori in symmetrie spaees

We discuss how the tI generic f1 harmonie 2-torus CI': r ~ N into a eompact symmetrie

space N of semi -simple type is obtained by solving a pair of commuting Hamiltonian flows

on a finite dimensional slice of a certain loop Lie algebra. By "generic" we mean that the

• derivative dlp(p) E T<p(p)N. z=x+iy a conformal chart o~ IR 2 -+ T2,- is a regular semisimpleaz
element of Tcp(p)N at one (bence any) point pE T2. As a special case of this result we bave

that every non-confonnal hannonic 2-torus c.p: T2 --+ N into a rank 1 symmetrie space N

arises from our constructioß.
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Fran Burstall, University of Bath:

All harmonie 2·tori in spheres

following reeent results of Burstall-Ferus-Pedit-Finkall (e.f. Pedit's· talk), non-confonnal

harmonie maps of a 2-toms into a sphere are fairly well-understood: They all arise by

iDtegrating a pair of commuting o.d.e's. At "the other end of the speetrum, old results of

Calabi show that the n.totally isotropie" harmonie 2-tori in sn (eharacterised by the

vanishing of a sequence of holomorphie differentials) may be eonstructed by differentiation

and algebraie operations on holomorphic 2-tori in a complex projective space.

We can now "interpolate" between these two results and prove:

Th. A harmonie map T2 -+ sn is either totally isotropie or arises by integrating a pair of

eommuting o.d.e's.

The proof goes by prolonging the hannonic map. That is, constructing aseries of iterated

Gauß maps that take values in homogeneous spaces that happen to be k-symmetrie

spaces. These last may be canonically immersed in SO(n+1) and, at each strage, ODe h~s

a dichotomy : either the prolonged map (viewed as a map into SQ(n+l» ~s of the type to

which the theory of Burstall-Ferus-Pedit-Pinkall may be applied (so that the map arises

from commuting odels) or the prolongation praeedure may be applied anee more. Which

alternative arises is governed by the vanishing or otherwise of a· eertain holomorphie

differential. Finally, if ODe has been able to prolong a eertain number of times, one

condudes that the map is totally "isotropie and we ore done.

Günter Dress, Augsburg:

Asymptotieally- flat manirolds or nonne"gative eurvature

•

We consider an open (Le. complete and non compaet), simply eonnected riemannian

manifold MD of nonnegative sectional curvature K ~ o. _
Put .,

H(t) =sup {K(X,Y) I X,Y E TpM, dist(o,p) ~ t} , oe M fixed.

Conjecture (Gromov): Mn as above, n ~ 3. Then M is isometrie to lR n if M is

asymptotically flat (Le. t2 H (t) -+ 0 (t -+ (0».

Which an additional topological assumption the conjecture is true for strong asymptotically

flat manifolds (Le. t2+E H(t) -+ 0 (t -+ (0) for some e > 0).
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Theorem; MD as above, n ~ 3. Let M be diffeomorphie to the interior of a manifold co with

boundary, sueh that T(aco) is nontrivial. Then M is isometrie to lR D if M is strang

asymptotieally nato

The theorem is proved by the method of almost-parallel frame fields along certain

hypersurfaces. Here we take parallel hypersurfaces H to level surfaces associated to a

convex exhaust function h on M which is given by the structure theory of nonnegative

curved manifolds. The level sets of h and dist(o,.) coneide at infinity. This is the reason for

the existence of almost-parallel frame fields along H.

Ruth Kellerhals, Bonn:

Volumes of S-dimensional hyperbolic polytopes and Rieman's zeta function.

Since Lobachevsky and Schläfli there are volume formulae for 3-dimensional hyperbolic

polyhedra in terms'of Euler's Dilogarithm, explicit volume calculations for certain spherical

Coxeter simplices and volume re~uction theorems for even-dimensional polytopes.

Very difficult and nearly open is the volume problem for higher - and odd - dimensional

hyperbolic polytopes.

Is view of Schläfli's volume differential formula ODe conjectures that the Polylogarithms or

related functions appear as characteristic volume functions. Indeed, in the case of

5-dm;ensional orthoschemes, Müller and Böhm showed that the volume is ex·pressible in

the Tri - and lower order - Logarithms. However, their results are extremely difficult to

survey involving several dozens of Trilogarithms in arguments which are rational functions

is trigonometrical expressions of the angles.

We present a simple volume fon:nula for a partieular class of 2-asymptotic orthoschemes is

HS. We show that the volumes of all Coxeter orthosehemes is H5 are rational multiples of

1(3) = Li3(O) , where Li3 (Z) = L
0=1

these are therefore commensurabel.

ZD , Iz leI , denotes the Trilogarithm, and that
n3
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s.v. Buyalo:
Ends of 4-manifolds with negative curvature and finite Volume

It is weH known that every manifold M with bounded negative curvature and volume has

finite topological typet Le. M is diffeomorphi~ to the interio_r Int (M) of compact manifold M .

with boundary. In the case of pinched neg~tive curvature -IS K ~ -a2 <0 each boundary .

component N of M is an infranilmanifold. If the curvature is supposed only to be stricdy

negative -I S K <0 then the situation is quite different. Recently examples have been

fouod in which N is diffeomorphic to the product Fx SI t where F is a closed surface of

genus> 1 (example due to K. Fujiwara) and much more complicated examples due to

U. Abresch and V. Schr<>eder in which N is a graphmanifold.

Two new examples of end~ N for negatively curved 4-manifold are presented. The first of •
them is a solvmanifold. Let q»: T2 ~ T2 be a hyperbolie automorphism of a 2-torus and N

be a torus of q». Then N is a 3-dimensional solvmanifold.

There exists a (metrically) complete metrie on N x [0,00] with sectional curvature

-I ~ K <0 and finite volume.

Question: Does there exist a man~fold M with bounded negative curvature and volume for

which N is a boundary component of M "
One can easly show if the sectional curvature is pinehed is .pinched -1 S K S _a2 <0 that

the inclusion homomorphism 1t t (N) ~ 1t t (M) is injective. One c~uld suppose that it is

true in the nonpinched case too. It is reaHy tru.e if dim M ~ 3.

There exists a compiete 4-manifold M with finite volume and strictly negative bounded

sectional curvature such that for a boundary component N of M the inclusion
homomorphism Xl(N) ~ Xl (M) is not injective.In particulart the. double of M does not

admit any complete nonpositive curved metric.

It should be flotice that in the pinched case the double of M has always a nonpositive

curved metric. The last example shows that one can expect the existence of a high •

dimensional complete manifold M with finite volume and bounded n~gative curvature an

end N C M of which is riot aspherical.
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T. Taimanov (Novosibirsk):

Local shortening deCormations of nonselfintersecting curves

The proof of the Lustemik-Sehmirelmann theorem about existence of at least three

nonselfintersecting closed geodesics on any Ri.emannian manifold homeomorphic to a 2

dimensional sphere is presented. It uses only combinatozial constructions and doesn't

require analytic methods (PDEs).

Kowalski 0., Praha:

• An explicit c1assiCication oC 3-dimensional Riemannian manifolds satisCyi'ng

R(X,Y). R = O.

A theorem by Z. Szabo' says that these spaces depend on- arbitrary funetions of 2

variables,but 00 explicit examples of such families where known. (For diinension n=3 it

should be 8 arbitrary functioDs).

The present author classifies first the spaces in question as~ hyperbolic parabolic

and~ . MaiD results·

1) a11 hyperbolic, parabolie and planar metrics are explicetly elassified· for the elliptie

metries explieit families are given depending on one arbitrary fUDetion of 2 variables.

2) It is proved that the jsometry classes are effectively parameterized by arbitrary

functions of 2 variables (in the hyperbolic ease, as weIl as in the elliptie case).

Helmut Reckziegel:

Integration of general vector distributions on Banach maniColds

In the fo11owing there are deseribed results of F. Nübel (Cologne) on integral manifolds for
distributions D = (Dp)peM of linear subspaces Dp C TpM over a Banaeh manifold M,

'. where 0 is not supposed to be involutive or of constant fibre dimension everywhere. In the

case of an ordinary subbundle D there are eonstructed special submanifolds through every

point of M in a very geometrie way which turn out to be integral manifolds for D, if 0 is

involutive along them. This result also establishes an elementary proof of the classical

theorem of Frobenius. Besides, it is the base for the study of a general distribution 0

which at every point is supported by ordinary (local) vector bundles of TM. In this case

the set of all points, at which D is integrable, is an integral manifold for D, and in many

cases its components bear the "modified subspace topologytl. For the integrability of D at

singular points there is described a criterion involving the flow of D - valued vector fields.
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Wemer Ballmann:

Automatie groups aod geometry

In his work on the fundamental groups of compact manifolds of constant nega~ive

curvature, I. Cannon found that their Cayley graphs admit a kind of recursive structure.

Subsequent work of Cannon, Epstein, Holt, Paterson and Thurston led to the definition of'

automatic structures for fmitely presented groups. That iSt apreeise meaning is given for

the reeursive constructibility of the Cayley graph. The result of Cannon mentjoned above

then says that the corresponding groups admit an automatie structure.· More generally, •

hyperbolie groups in the sense at Gromov admit such a strueture.

One of the main open problems is whether the fundamental group of a compact manifold of

non-positive curvature has an automatie structure.

Enrico Lenzinger:

On the Geometr'y of a new class of anosov actions

A locally free action of a lie group L on a Riemannian manifold V is called AnQ.so.y (or
h~rbolie) if there is an element gEL such that dcpg is normally h.yperbolie to the orbits.

Such actions are known to be strueturally stable and (for V compaet) ergodie.
Let S = G/K be a Riemannian symmetrie sp~ee of non-compact type with base point' xo•

Choose a Weyl ehamber Co with apex xo• Every congruence elass of directed geodesics in

S has a representative which issues from Xo and intersects Co .This closure of Co in turn

consists of faces which are in one-to-oDe correspondence with the subsets E of a basis R

of restricted roots of S. Theo every directed geodesie in S is of a particular type E. The
manifold Sa of an geodesics in S which are parallel to some geodesicy (of type E) is

totally geodesic and called a multi-Dal pt type E
For every subset E C R we derme an Anosov action cP E whose orbits can be identified .)

with multi-flats of type E. For symmetrie spaees of rank 1 we obtain the geodesie flow. In
this case the resulting orbit space is the space gs of a11 directed geodesies.

In the general case the orbit spaces OE of <PE can'ne identified with the spaees of all multi

flats of type E. As gs in the rank 1 case the spaces OE carry aG-invariant sympleetic

strueture.
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M. Min-Oo, Hamilton, Ontario:

Scalar curvature rigidity

It is weIl known that every metric with non-negative scalar curvature on the torus T" is

fiat. The non-compaet analogue of this is the rigidity statement of the positive mass

theorem whieh says that an asymptotically Euclidean spin manifold with non-negative

scalar curvature and zero mass is isometrie to Euelidean spaee. The hyperbolie version of

this resu~t, whieh is related to the Bondi mass in relativity is also known. There is also a

corresponding spherical version of sealar eurvature rigidity proved by M. Llarull. This ean

be generalized to other symmetrie spaees of compact type whieh are spin with a non-zero

Euler characteristic or signature. Finelly there is the following version for the hemisphere:e Theorem" If gis ametrie on the hemisphere S: which is equal to the standard metric g in a

neighborhood of the boundary as: = Sn-I and if the scalar curvature of g satisfies SCg ~ Seg

= 1 everywhere, then g == g .

K.-D. Semmter, EPF Lausanne (joint with P. Buser):

Another pair of drums

C. Gordon, D. Webb and S. Wolpen announeed the first pair of isospeetral non-isometrie

planar domains for Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditon for the Laplacian on functi~ns.

They extended the Sunada method to ocbifolds and then gave domains as orbifolds coming

from an example from P. Buser. Using the same combinatorial seheme we give simple

examples and an elementary proof.

cp:f =f l {B f2 ED...~ f2 --+ g =gl (f) •.. {B g7; fi , gi are Coo funetions on T and the splitting

comes from the restrictions on the 7 triangles. If we set gl = f4 - fs + f6 ; g2 = f3 - f7 - f6

~=~+~-~; ~=~-~-4; ~=-~-~-~; ~=~-~-~ ~=-~-M+~·

One checks easily that, if f is eigenf. on SI then g =4>(0 is eigenf on S2 .

, maps fs perpendieular to triangle eigenf. contiuned alternating over the sides. to gis

satisfying the same property, namly f l - f2+ f3 - f4 + f4 - f6 - f7 == O.

With the choiees. a =60°; B = 75°; 3' =45° ; are hexayons.

Roh Kusner, Amherst:

Compound Bubbles: Some Questions

It is weH known that the surface of least area which bounds a fixed volume V in IR 3 is the

round sphere. What is the least area "compound" surface which bounels volumes VI ,...Vk?
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Even for k=2, the answer is (s\lprisingly) unknown! We show (by on old and familiar

argument) that the solution for k=2 must consist of Delaunay surfaces of revolution which

meet in tripies alüng singular circles at equal (120°) angles:

We can rule out the rightmost case, but it is still unclear whether any of these "exotic"

bubbles are stable, though all are stationaty. For k ~ 3 pratically nothing is known. We

indicate some examples of stable bubbles with "exotic" domains, and ask whether

(for k < 5) minimizing smooth pieces are all pieces of spheres. Suppose we let k ~ 00 and

seek partitions of lR 3 with minimal surface area. We describe Kelvin's example of a

partition having cells of equal volume which periodically filllR 3. We also show that there

is a lower bound on the combinatorial type of such a partition (14 faces), 36 edges, 20

vertices) which is realized by Kelvin1s example. There are different combinatorial types •

possible for different period lattices, and it is conjectured that the minimum is in fact

periodic. We also consider evolving compound bubbles. I~ by their mean curvature, we

seek the self-similar solution which is the "limit shape" just prior to extinction of one

bubble: for k=2 this is described explicity. We also discuss generalizations of Weyl's

diffusion formula (cf. Problem Book, of same date).

Alexander Bobenko (St-Petersburg, Steklov Institut; Berlin, Technische Universität)

Goint with U. Pinkall):

Discrete surfaces with the constant mean curvature

We define discrete surface (in the conformal curvature line coordinates) in lR 3 as made out

of quadrilaterals with the cross-ratios equal to -1. It is considered as a map F : Z 2 ~ lR 3 ,

at each point of the surface 4 edges meet.

l1kl: For any surface F there is a dual surface p* with the edges, defined as folIows:

-.-. - I 1-2
Fn+1.mFn.m =Fn+1.mFn.m Fn+l.mFn.m

-.- -I 1-2
Fn.m+1Fn.m =- Fn.m+lFn.m Fn.m+lFn.m

The center Qn.m of the mean curvature sphere of the point Pn.m is defmed by the equations:

1Qn.mPn.m-l1= 1Qn.mPn.m+l 1 , I~Pn+l.m 1= 1Qn.mPn-l'm I,
21 ~Pn.m 1

2
= 1Cln.mPo-l.m 12 + I~Pn,m--l 12

.

The vector Pn,mrl' defines anormal vector and the mean curvature H = IQ pi.
"'n.m ~.m D.m

Minimal surfaces (H=O) are the "limiting case: for each point Po.m there is aplane

equidistant from 4 neighbouring points Pn:-l.~ Pn+l.m. pn,m-l. pn.m+l·

Tb 2: If F is a minimal surface, then p. lies in S2 and is the Gauss map of F

14
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Iha.l:..... If F is a constant mean curvature surface, then P- is the dual constant mean

curvature surface.

Some examples of the minimal and CODStanl mean curvature surfaces are constructed. All

these definitions and constructions corne from the theory of discrete-discrete integrable

equations. The corresponding discrete-discrete sinh-Gordon equation is derived. All

periodic solutions are obtained.

Berichterstatter: B. Palmer

.;.
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